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EFFECT OF ION NITRIDING ON DURABILITY 

OF MACHINE PARTS EXPOSED TO JOINT ACTION 

OF BENDING AND FRETTING 

Summary: The research was done to carry out a comparative assessment of the 

durability of samples made of steel 45 in the initial state without chemical heat 

treatment and after ion nitriding in hydrogen-free media, to determine the effect of 

technological modes of ion nitriding on fretting fatigue. 

Tests were carried out on samples made of steel 45 subjected to ion nitriding in 

hydrogen-free media under different conditions. The tests were carried out on the 

standard machine UKI-10M designed for fatigue tests at bending. 

At article present results analysis of influence of process-dependent parameters of 

ion nitriding in hydrogen-free media on fretting fatigue of steel 45 exposed to the 

joint action of bending stress and contact stress. 

Ion nitriding in hydrogen-free saturating media eliminates hydrogen harmful effect 

on metal and significantly improves the durability of steel 45. The durability of 

structural elements at fretting-fatigue is seriously affected by process-dependant 

parameters of ion nitriding and residual compressive stress which can be opti-

mized in terms of maximum durability. 

Key words: ion nitriding, durability, bending, fretting, fatigue. 

1. THE RESEARCH TASKS AND URGENCY  

In machinery a lot of machine parts, machineries and industrial machines 

operate under fretting fatigue conditions. For example, turbine blades, bearers 

of car wheels, semi-axes of rollers of conveyor traction elements and other 

structural elements in the cantilever attaching points in nodes are subjected to 

the joint action of bending stress and contact stress and fail by wear and fatigue. 

The durability of the parts made of structural low alloy steel does not always 

meet the usage needs. Therefore, the search for ways to enhance their durability 

is a topical task of engineering. 

At present the methods of chemical heat treatment (nitriding, carburizing, 

carbonitriding and other methods) are widely used to enhance the durability of 

structural elements [1, 5]. These methods make it possible to enhance wear re-

sistance and fatigue strength significantly. However, most of the techniques are 

carried out in hydrogenous media, which causes a decrease in strength and du-

rability of the structural elements because of the adverse effect of hydrogen on 

the metal is [3, 6]. A promising technique of enhancing the durability of prod-
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in the site of Q load application was 0.05…0,15 mm and was controlled by the 

indicator. During the tests the error was estimated according to the procedure 

described in the work [7] on the basis of the data of preliminary tests of the 

samples made of steel 45 without nitriding. The relative error in the determina-

tion of the durability of the samples did not exceed 10%. The average value of 

the durability of non-nitrided samples obtained by the tests carried out seven 

times was 1.23·106 cycles. The properties of the coatings varied at the expense 

of variation of process-dependent parameters of ion nitriding (the composition 

of saturating medium – percentage of argon in the mixture with nitrogen, pres-

sure P, temperature T, and the duration of diffusion saturation ). In order to re-

duce the number of experiments and improve the reliability of the research re-

sults the methods of experimental design (Hartley’s second-order design [4]) 

and statistical processing of results were applied. Four-factor experiment ac-

cording to Hartley’s design provides 20 tests. Therefore, ion nitriding was car-

ried out in 20 operating practices, in the process of which process-dependant pa-

rameters varied within the following bounds: T was 480…600 , p was 80 ... 

450 Pa,  was 20 ... 240 min.; content of argon in the mixture with nitrogen was 

0 ... 76 vol %. 

Mathematical formulation of the process under study according to Hart-

ley’s design is expressed by a regression model as quadratic polynomial: 
n
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where: 

 is a response function,  

0, i, ii, ij are coefficients of the regression equation,  

i, j are independent variable factors. 

 

For the four-factor experiment of the second order corresponding to our 

case, the regression equation takes the following form: 
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(2) 

where: 

N is durability in cycles at fretting fatigue,  

1, 2,  3, 4 are dimensionless coefficients dependent on processing factors of ion nitrid-

ing, i.e. on T, p, , and medium composition. 

3. THE RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH 

The test results (Table 1) show that ion nitriding makes it possible to en-

hance significantly fatigue resistance of the samples made of steel 45 when they 

are tested for fretting fatigue. The conditions of ion nitriding have a substantial 

effect on steel’s fatigue resistance which varied from 1.6·106 to 20·106 cycles 

under the test conditions. Dependences of fatigue resistance on process-
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dependant parameters of ion nitriding (Fig. 2) obtained by the processing of the 

test results are not linear and have an extreme character with explicit maxima 

for all parameters of the operating procedure. It suggests the possibility of opti-

mization of fretting-fatigue process in terms of durability. 

 
Table 1. Results of fretting-fatigue test of steel 45 according to Hartley’s design 

 

nitriding conditions 

No 

Parameters of nitriding conditions 
The number 

of cycles to 

fracture, N·106 , °  , P  
, 

boundsmin.

vol. % Ar, 

in a mixture with 

nitrogen 

1 570 320 185 57 9.8 

2 510 320 185 57 10.1 

3 570 160 185 19 4.5 

4 510 160 185 19 8.0 

5 570 320 75 19 6.5 

6 510 320 75 19 8.5 

7 570 160 75 57 1.6 

8 510 160 75 57 5.1 

9 480 240 130 38 8.5 

10 600 240 130 38 7.0 

11 540 80 130 38 7.5 

12 540 400 130 38 20.0 

13 540 240 20 38 5.0 

14 540 240 240 38 15.0 

15 540 240 130 0 12.5 

16 540 240 130 76 10.1 

17 540 240 130 38 14.5 

18 540 240 130 38 15.1 

19 540 240 130 38 15.6 

20 540 240 130 38 16.0 

21 non-nitrided 1.23 

 

Metallurgical and X-ray diffraction studies of samples made of steel  

45 show that after ion nitriding the properties of nitrided layers varied depend-

ing on the conditions of the operating procedure and were within the following 

bounds: the thickness of the nitrided layer h was 50…300 mkm; the microhard-
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WP YW AZOTOWANIA JONOWEGO NA TRWA O  

CZ CI MASZYN NARA ONYCH NA ZGINANIE I FRETTING 

Streszczenie: Przeprowadzono badania porównawcze trwa o ci próbek wykona-

nych ze stali 45, w stanie pocz tkowym bez obróbki cieplno-chemicznej oraz po 

azotowaniu jonowym w atmosferze wolnej od wodoru, w celu okre lenia wp ywu 

sposobów technologicznych azotowania jonowego na zm czenie przez fretting. 

Testy przeprowadzono na standardowej maszynie UKI-10M przeznaczonej do ba-

da  zm czeniowych ze zginaniem. W pracy przedstawiono wyniki analiz wp ywu 

parametrów procesu azotowania jonowego na zm czenie przez fretting próbek ze 

stali 45 nara onych na dzia anie napr e  zginaj cych i napr e  kontaktowych. 

Azotowanie jonowe w atmosferze bezwodorowej eliminuje szkodliwy wp yw wo-

doru na powierzchni  metalu i znacznie poprawia trwa o  stali 45. 

S owa kluczowe: azotowanie jonowe, trwa o , zm czenie, fretting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


